
BEER 
AND FOOD

There just seem to be some things 
synonymous with a beer, Burgers 
and beer? Sure. Pizza? Well 
obviously. It’s interesting how we 
arbitrarily draw the line on when 
beer is and isn’t appropriate.

If you really get to know your beer, immerse 
yourself in the amazing flavours and textures 
it can offer, begin to understand the scope 
of exciting interactions you can tease out of 
the world of brewing, you’ll be amazed what 
can happen with even the simplest of food 
matches.

Offering beer and food matching on your 
menu, or having on hand for staff to give 
advice, is good business. Not only do they 
enhance the experience for customers, but it 
can make the decision of the customer easier 
and moves them away from a typical choice. 
Many customers gravitate to what they know, 
that’s often a standard or premium beer. 
Highlighting great pairings guide customers to 
products more profitable to you.

However, it’s not always easy to know where to 
start, so the following pages contain a handy 
set of rules (well, more guidelines but rules 
sound better) on how to start and continue, 
your beer and food-matching journey.



Rule 1 - Know your beer
The better you know your beer, the more 
successful your matches. Just as you know 
your regular customers’ peccadilloes; like Bill 
likes a tulip beer glass, but Hilary favours a 
dimpled mug. Knowing each beer’s flavour 
profile inside and out will help you better 
understand which dishes it will be friends with. 
On a more practical note, it can also allow you 
to identify precisely when your beer is not at its 
best and deal with it accordingly.

Rule 2 - Intense scrutiny 
The majority of the time, you’re looking to 
match levels of flavour intensity. We’ve all had 
that experience where we order a wine or 
cocktail in error, or are recommended it for 
whatever reason, and whilst the drink itself is 
sublime it either stamps all over your chosen 
dish with size 11 hobnail boots or, disappears 
meekly into the background. This rule is 
applicable about 95% of the time, then other 
times you’ll get certain beers, (sours generally 
being the exception to this rule) where your 
beer can be a little more dominant, but still 
work well with a dish.

Rule 3 -  Descriptive,  
not prescriptive

Broad brush strokes make for a clumsy 
picture. Just as there are 100’s if not 
1000’s more nuances of flavour in even the 
most simple of dishes, so are there in the 
accompanying beers and you need to find  
your common grounds between them.

Get into the soul of the beer (hence Rule 1) 
and you can be descriptive enough to get 
your customers mouths watering about the 
interplay of; for example, the chocolate and 
umami interplay of Curious Porter with truffled 
macaroni cheese or the way that Meantime 
Yakima Red simply bursts with red berry and 
peppery nettle notes that joust so well with 
a passion fruit cheesecake, or consider how 
the dry, tart and herbal elements of Boulevard 
Tank 7 offer an exquisite contrast to the sweet, 
unctuous nature of a prosciutto, goats cheese 
& pea purée tart.

Rule 4 - Get creative
Your tasting notes should at least make you 
hungry and thirsty when you write them! Your 
first point of contact with your customer could 
be your drinks menu and it pays to advertise! 
Entice them, seduce them, woo them with your 
words... a malty beer with a hoppy finish just 
won’t cut it.
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The four C’s of beer  
& food pairing
Cut, Complement, Contrast and Create - 
these four tenets are universal to any pairing, 
from whiskey to wine, cocktails to beer.

Cut
Think about why you pair sharp orange  
sauce with rich meat like duck or a gooseberry 
chutney with an oily fish like mackerel, or 
perhaps lemon in an otherwise very sweet 
dessert like posset and you get the picture  
of what ‘cut’ means.

Complement
This is probably the simplest to spot. Got 
a beer that’s chocolatey or tropical fruit or 
bready? Pair them with like-minded flavours.

Contrast
A salty blue cheese? Why not try a sweet, 
fruity beer like Tiny Rebel Cwtch? Or balance 
out a sweet creamy curry with a big bitter 
beast like Brewdog Punk IPA? Find the polar 
opposite of your dish and see whether it will 
work in harmony.

Create
One of the most simple things I’ve ever  
done is put a white chocolate button with  
a Dunkelweisse, which immediately created 
banoffee pie, it was amazing. When your 
whole becomes more than the sum of its 
parts, you know you’ve got a winner.
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